Careful Curation of Care Content: A Case Study of a Technology-Supported Atrial Fibrillation Outpatient Clinic
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Medical care received outside the doctor’s office and the hospital is gaining traction. Lifestyle programs for transmural and remote care are increasingly facilitated by hospitals as part of rehabilitation, by general practitioners as preventative measures, and by various private (health) organizations through consumer apps. What is often overlooked is the time and energy spent on creating the content (i.e., health information and education) in these programs so that it is effective, appealing, relatable, and personalized. In this article, we discuss the elaborate content creation process of lifestyle content for an outpatient clinic for atrial fibrillation patients. We describe the close collaboration between clinicians, design researchers, data designers, and a copywriter, and reflect on how to streamline and formalize the clinical content creation process. Additionally, we highlight opportunities for further content personalization by making it dynamic, more versatile in terms of delivery and expanding the system further into the home context.
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Relevance to Design Practice – This paper presents the process of creating quality content for novel patient engagement in the clinical domain and a case study of applying a content co-design approach.


Introduction

A significant share of the most prevalent diseases in the developed world nowadays can be linked to lifestyle concerns such as nutrition, lack of physical activity, and smoking (Forastiere et al., 2016). Patient education and motivation are key concerns in lifestyle medicine, and research has shown that patients who are engaged in their own healthcare make less long-term care costs (Kuwabara et al., 2020). However, there is a gap between public health recommendations and their implementation in patients’ lives (Collings et al., 2022). A wide array of clinical and healthcare content exists, ranging from validated websites (e.g., World Health Organization, 2010) to hospital leaflets, to short videos on TikTok and Instagram (Bruno, 2020; Manfredini, 2021).

In times of digitalization and the recent COVID-19 global health crisis, healthcare information consumption has changed, and will continue to change (Kuwabara et al., 2020; Soroya et al., 2021). When large amounts of information were rapidly released during the pandemic, care consumers experienced greater difficulty in assessing the quality of health information than before, as official health sources were presented next to popular social media articles (Soroya et al., 2021). Validated healthcare content must increasingly compete with easily accessible and highly engaging content available through social media and consumer products that can hold incorrect or even harmful information due to lack of regulation (Madathil et al., 2014). Due to the growing number of resources and easier access to health information online, patients can experience information overload, and it is important that clinicians can help their patients gain access to reliable and understandable content (Chatterjee et al., 2021; Soroya et al., 2021). Digital health technologies have been shown to offer opportunities to communicate healthcare information to patients over time, although these technologies are also restricted in their effects due to low usage rates (Chatterjee et al., 2021) and can be problematic in stimulating a digital divide (Yoon et al., 2020). While providing lifestyle information to patients is important, merely informing them about clinical facts is not enough to stimulate change (Kelly & Barker, 2016). To cater to better patient engagement and experience, health organizations seek to personalize patient experiences and embed sensing technology for more accurate treatment and diagnosis (Dinh-Le et al., 2019).

In this quest for more predictive, precise, preventive, and personalized healthcare (Flores et al., 2013), healthcare designers are looking for ways to bridge gaps between the various domains and a case study of applying a content co-design approach.
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organizations that make up our healthcare system and to achieve a meaningful impact on patients’ everyday contexts. As a result, challenges in the healthcare domain are becoming more complex, holistic, and multidisciplinary (Sanz et al., 2021). This can be seen in an increase in the application of co-creation, co-design, participatory design and data-enabled design processes applied to healthcare problems and emerging care structures (Smith & Ashby, 2020; van Kollenburg & Bogers, 2019). The increasing complexity of multi-stakeholder processes also necessitates that design practice assumes a bigger role in healthcare innovation and that clinicians engaging in medical innovation processes as domain experts are developing their design skills in this process as well. Through their experience with designing intuitive and engaging experiences, experience designers could provide valuable input in the ongoing structural changes in healthcare (Niederer et al., 2017). The process of meaningful clinical content creation is complex and deserves a more prominent role within design practice (Mahmud et al., 2013). Currently, there are good examples of work that focused on content creation and validation (Groeneveld et al., 2019; Singleton et al., 2021) and content delivery (Seo et al., 2021; St. Amant, 2015), but little work has explored the (clinical) content design process in detail (Kramer et al., 2020). In this article, we aim to shed light on the elaborate process of creating high-quality clinical content that engages patients in their own care path. We tackle this by providing a list of requirements for the content and explaining how we tackled the process with our multidisciplinary team.

For this research, we specifically look at the care pathway for patients with atrial fibrillation (AF in the following). AF is the most common cardiac arrhythmia, and its prevalence is expected to rise due to a healthy population with an unhealthy lifestyle (Kornej et al., 2020). Patients with AF have a higher risk of hospitalizations for stroke and heart failure and have a lower quality of life (Cherian et al., 2017). Lifestyle changes are essential for managing atrial fibrillation (Chung et al., 2020). Several lifestyle risk factors, such as obesity, hypertension, and alcohol use, have been linked to AF (Chung et al., 2020). Treatment of symptomatic AF consists of medication and catheter ablation. During the ablation procedure, a catheter is inserted in the patient’s femoral veins and guided to the heart while the patient is sedated. The cardiologist then uses the catheter to induce electrical energy that leads to the development of scar tissue in the heart that prevents the onset of atrial fibrillation (Mayo Clinic, 2022). However, long-term treatment outcomes are poor, and patients might experience recurrences of atrial fibrillation. Managing lifestyle risk factors may improve ablation outcomes (Pathak et al., 2015), and education is an essential component of care for these patients (Salmasi et al., 2019).

In this case study, we demonstrate how a co-design process between experience designers and clinicians helped to combine clinical content with a patient engagement platform aimed at personalized and value-based healthcare. Within this collaboration, we sought to create content that is appropriate for the patient population in terms of information, user experience and language. This case study is part of the POP trial (Vermeer et al., 2023), which concerns the redesign of an outpatient clinic for
AF patients, introducing a lifestyle change program for patients with atrial fibrillation, prior to undergoing a catheter ablation. By providing lifestyle support early on, the aim of the clinic is to alleviate symptoms and increase the chances of a successful ablation. In this paper, we present the collaboration process with the clinicians as a case study of how to systematically create, validate, and deploy healthcare content. We provide details on our methods for (1) care pathway redesign, (2) content strategy, (3) content creation, (4) content validation, (5) implementation, and (6) content delivery and share our experiences and challenges in each of these steps. We reflect on our content design process, including team composition, design capabilities, clinical capabilities, and the content creation process. Finally, we generalize our findings towards recommendations for others pursuing healthcare content design processes. We close with suggestions for further research in healthcare content development and delivery.

Background

To design the content for the POP trial, a rich body of work on lifestyle coaching and behavior change strategies was consulted. More specifically, existing approaches to supporting lifestyle change as part of the atrial fibrillation care pathway were reviewed.

Lifestyle Coaching

There is overwhelming clinical evidence that lasting lifestyle improvements are beneficial for both life expectancy and quality of life (Li et al., 2018; Wolin et al., 2007). Designing for sustainable lifestyle change requires the integration of design and behavioral science practices (Cash et al., 2022). Lifestyle improvements require long-term behavior change, which is more successful when using a personal approach and analysis of each behavior and influencing both social and environmental conditions (Khan & Lee, 2013). Furthermore, previous research has shown that AF patients also have a need for emotional appraisal and anxiety education as part of their treatment (Salmasi et al., 2019). Lifestyle coaching apps have applied behavior change techniques such as offering rewards, providing users with feedback, and encouraging them to compete with other users (Villalobos-Zúñiga & Cherubini, 2020). The use of digital technology can make information more easily accessible to users and simultaneously also lower the burden on clinicians (Sanz et al., 2021). Designers in the field of behavior change find themselves at the junction between design processes by Sanz et al. (2021) has demonstrated that the co-design process of digital healthcare solutions increases the chances for success in practice. Previous work has also highlighted the importance of collecting evaluation data when designing health communication programs (Kreps, 2014).

Co-creation and Co-Design

Co-creation and co-design are well-established design processes that focus on the involvement of stakeholders as designers in the design process (Sanders & Stappers, 2008). Co-creation refers to acts of collective creativity, whereas co-design specifically refers to collective creativity with a group of both designers and other communities of practice to create new, desired futures (Holmlid et al., 2015; Sanders & Stappers, 2008). A review of co-design processes by Sanz et al. (2021) has demonstrated that the co-design of digital healthcare solutions increases the chances for success in practice. Previous co-design work in the healthcare domain has applied diverse methods to involve clinicians in the design process: interviews, meetings, presentations, workshops, surveys, and user testing sessions (Sanz et al., 2021). In the health domain, the high workload of clinicians can complicate their involvement in co-design work (Sanz et al., 2021). Research co-design has also been applied to set up shared studies between designers and clinicians, though these practices have thus far not been widely documented (Slattery et al., 2020).

Case study: Content Creation for a New AF Outpatient Clinic

In this case study, we describe the content creation process for a new nurse-led AF outpatient clinic that is focused on lifestyle. The clinic provides treatment for multiple risk factors, targeting
lifestyle behaviors associated with increased AF symptoms through content programs. The clinic is currently being validated in the POP trial, a randomized clinical trial designed to investigate the benefits of nurse-led integrated lifestyle care in patients referred for AF ablation. The ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier is NCT05148338. A total of 150 patients will be enrolled and randomized in a 1:1 ratio to the intervention group and control group. The patients in the intervention group receive treatment and coaching on risk factors associated with their lifestyle prior to their catheter ablation. At the time of publishing this paper, this clinical trial is still onboarding patients.

The novelty of the program compared to the existing care pathway is that it is nurse-led and that the lifestyle content is deeply embedded in the clinical pathway through the involvement of the nurse practitioner. This means that patients receive information about the procedures and face-to-face that they have in the hospital, and that all information is personalized for patients in this specific care trajectory for AF. For an overview of care pathway of the clinic, see Figure 1. The difference between this clinic and the care previously provided at the hospital consists of introducing the engagement platform and additional consults. In the traditional care pathway, patients would only see the care team for an intake, an information session on the ablation procedure and the ablation itself. The lifestyle program in the intervention group will delay the ablation procedure for up to six months. Still, the lifestyle change will likely already alleviate patients’ symptoms after the intervention and increase the chances of success for the ablation. Patients who fit the inclusion criteria (i.e., they are eligible for the ablation procedure and would benefit from lifestyle treatment) are informed about the study procedures before signing up for the trial and participate voluntarily.

Content

The purpose of the content created for the POP trial is to provide education on and guidance in lifestyle changes associated with the reduction of AF symptoms. The content supports staff in guiding lifestyle changes with their patients by handing them leaflets. The clinicians can also share these with patients online through the hospital website. However, the information in these leaflets is generic, and there is no way to schedule content to be delivered at the right time other than doing this manually on a per-patient basis. With the trial, we set out to deliver the content gradually and to deliver content to the patients that are relevant to their personal situations.

During the trial, the patients in the intervention group receive personalized lifestyle content through the online Engage platform. The nurse practitioner selects which content patients receive based on the most significant risk factors for their AF symptoms. This content consists of articles of around 50-200 words with attached images, links, and (external) videos (see Figure 2 for an impression of different content items). Articles were combined into collections to comprise personalized lifestyle programs, each targeting the improvement of a specific lifestyle risk factor.
Content Delivery Platform

The targeted solution is a digital patient engagement platform called Philips Engage, see Figure 3, through which patients can access content, set health goals, and chat with their clinicians. Philips Engage is an existing tool that has been used in previous studies; it was adapted to the context through the content. The patient opens the platform in their web browser and can access the content as it is released. The healthcare professionals also have access to a healthcare professional dashboard where they can check whether the patients have engaged with the content and made progress with their personal goals for the risk factors. Patients and their clinicians can also chat through the platform, e.g., to ask for clarification about the content or to ask for more specific advice. In case of urgency, patients are still instructed to call their nurse practitioner or the emergency room.

Figure 2. Three examples of articles of different types: external links, video, and text. All external links and videos were verified and approved by the clinicians. The content was translated from Dutch for this overview.

Figure 3. Example content item on the patient engagement platform with general information and a video translated from Dutch.
Methods

In this article, we focus on the content creation process, which was done through an extensive co-design trajectory that lasted approximately one year. Key requirements for the content were set at the beginning of the process based on experience in previous projects (Jansen et al., 2020; Noortman et al., 2022) and literature on clinical content creation (Aldridge, 2004; McCabe, 2011; Salmasi et al., 2019). See Table 1 for an overview of the requirements.

All content for the care programs was created by a core team of designers, a copywriter, and two clinicians: the nurse practitioner who would primarily run the outpatient clinic and the cardiologist in training who is the lead investigator of the clinical trial. See Table 2 for a detailed overview of all stakeholders involved and their responsibilities.

For almost the entire year, the team met on a weekly basis for an hour. In addition, the clinicians reviewed the content continuously. Sixteen care programs were created in total, with 231 unique content items between them. Five of these care programs are general care programs and are sent to all patients in the intervention group. The other eleven care programs are activated by the nurse practitioner based on relevance for care.

Table 1. Overview of content requirements, requirements labeled for reference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>The content should…</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Explain possible causes of AF and highlight the importance of lifestyle changes (I-1)</td>
<td>McCabe, 2011; Salmasi et al., 2019.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explain the consequences of AF and acknowledge anxiety (I-2)</td>
<td>McCabe, 2011; McCabe et al., 2020; Salmasi et al., 2019.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discuss realistic treatment goals (I-3)</td>
<td>McCabe, 2011.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide patients with actionable steps to take towards treatment goals instead of only abstract clinical information (I-4)</td>
<td>McCabe, 2011; Salmasi et al., 2019; Jansen et al., 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Help patients assess perceptions about the effects of AF on their psychosocial well-being and everyday life, and address emotional needs (I-5)</td>
<td>McCabe, 2011; Salmasi et al., 2019; Jansen et al., 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Include patient testimonials or stories (I-6)</td>
<td>Salmasi et al., 2019.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Be clinically validated and reliable (I-7)</td>
<td>McCabe et al., 2020; Noortman et al., 2022.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User experience</td>
<td>Include visuals to illustrate concepts or procedures (U-1)</td>
<td>Aldridge, 2004; McCabe, 2011.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Be tailored to what the patient wants to know (U-2)</td>
<td>McCabe, 2011.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Include interactive elements to encourage patients to use the material (U-3)</td>
<td>Aldridge, 2004.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individualize risk communication based on understanding, interest, resistance to therapy, and educational background (U-4)</td>
<td>Salmasi et al., 2019.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Be written in Dutch at the B1 level (Little, 2006) for those with lower literacy in the Dutch language (L-1)</td>
<td>Aldridge, 2004; Jansen et al., 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use the second-person perspective instead of the first or third person and use active voice (L-2)</td>
<td>Aldridge, 2004.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use plain, consistent language, short words, and short sentences (L-3)</td>
<td>Aldridge, 2004; McCabe, 2011.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Team composition, number of members in each role between brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content development</td>
<td>Design researchers (2)</td>
<td>Defining the structure for content care programs, collecting and writing content items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service designers (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy writing</td>
<td>Copywriter (1)</td>
<td>Reviewing the content items generated by the content development team and rewriting them in B1 level Dutch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content validation</td>
<td>Nurse practitioner (1)</td>
<td>Reviewing the various versions of the content items for clinical accuracy and their timing within the care pathway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cardiologist in training (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical experts (7): dietician (2), psychologist, pulmonologist, OSA nurse, nurse smoking cessation clinic, nurse practitioner physical activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data design</td>
<td>Data designer (1)</td>
<td>Setting up the data infrastructure to manage patient accounts, streamline content delivery and timing, and assign care programs to patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Platform support (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
individual patients. We refer to those as risk factor programs. These risk factors are hypertension (high blood pressure), unhealthy nutrition, high cholesterol, sleep apnea (OSA), poor physical activity, excessive alcohol consumption, and smoking. The selection of care programs is personalized for each patient, based on the assessment of the nurse practitioner in the intake consultation meeting. The content on the platform is scheduled to be released to the patients over time and replaces the brochures that would otherwise be handed to them in the first consult.

After this process had ended, the design researchers analyzed the process by creating a detailed timeline. The activities on the timeline were then split into six distinct steps that could be followed by similar teams in the future. In the following sections, we describe in detail how we performed each of the steps in the case study. An overview of the process can be found in Figure 4. In the discussion, we then analyze how the steps contributed to the co-design of content that fits the requirements listed in Table 1.

**Care Pathway Design**

Duration: two months (part-time) by a multidisciplinary team including two clinicians, one design researcher, one service designer, and one data designer

Number of iterations: 5

We started the process with getting an understanding of the existing care pathway. Through multiple collaborative with the team, we mapped out the steps that patients currently go through from their initial AF diagnosis to the ablation. From this overview,
we designed the care pathway for the new clinic. This care pathway was used as a starting point to define the most appropriate times to support patients in improving their lifestyles. This resulted in a blueprint for the new AF outpatient clinic with risk factor treatment programs that were not part of the AF treatment before. This step took two months in total as the designers had to sensitize towards the context and the existing procedures and systems that were already in place in the hospital.

Content Strategy

| Duration: one month (part-time) by a multidisciplinary team including two clinicians, one design researcher, one service designer, and one data designer |
|——|
| Number of iterations: 3 |

In the content strategy phase that followed, the structure of the care programs was defined. The content strategy phase was kicked off with a co-design workshop to align clinical, design, and behavior change goals. These were then used to define the strategy for the use of content in the care pathway. The team identified the topic areas that needed content to support them and at what time in the pathway that would be relevant (e.g., explanation about wound care after ablation was not required until the final weeks). The first version of the article titles and the timing of the articles were set up. In alignment with the care program structure and the Engage platform, the content format was defined: patients would be assigned to approximately 2 to 5 care programs, and each of these would receive a content item roughly once every three days. The content items would offer a balance between informative content, tips, and challenges for the practical application of the lifestyle advice. Additionally, the timing of content was aligned with the care path (e.g., monthly face-to-face consultation meetings that the patients would have with the nurse practitioner and the risk factor care paths).

Content Creation

| Duration: five months (part-time) by a multidisciplinary team including two clinicians, one design researcher, two service designers, one data designer, and one copywriter |
|——|
| Number of iterations: 2 |

Once the care program structure and content format were defined, the team moved to the content creation phase. The content creation phase started with the creation of an outline for the content articles in the programs based on interview data and experience from previous content projects (i.e., Bogers et al., 2018; Jansen et al., 2020; van Kollenburg et al., 2018; Noortman et al., 2022). This outline was discussed with the involved clinicians to further fine-tune the number of articles in the programs and the length of the individual care programs.

From the outline of the care programs, a draft outline for each individual content item was created. Input from the clinical practice (e.g., hospital leaflets, videos), as well as reusable material from previous projects, was used to create the first version of each article. Behavior change strategies regarding goal setting and self-reflection were also considered. The copywriter polished these draft content items further, after which the design research team reviewed them in consultation with the clinicians, checking whether the essence of the original message was captured correctly. In some cases, feedback was sent back to the copywriter, who further adjusted the articles.

Content Validation

| Duration: one month (part-time) by a multidisciplinary team including eight clinicians, one design researcher, two service designers, and one data designer |
|——|
| Number of iterations: 2 |

In the validation phase, the team involved the clinicians that would be involved in each of the risk factor programs (e.g., a dietician checked the nutrition protocol) to check alignment with the care path that the patients would receive. They checked the medical accuracy of the messages based on their expertise, as well as whether the items were appropriate for the patient population. The experts included dieticians, a nurse practitioner of a cooperating hospital, a psychologist, a nurse from the smoking cessation clinic, a pulmonologist, and a sleep specialist of a cooperating hospital. Most changes during this phase were minor and could be implemented by the design research team directly. In a few cases, the copywriter was consulted again to do a full rewrite of a content item.

The validation process also included patient experience testing, for which one of our design researchers acted as a participant. We set up a staging environment of the patient engagement platform. From an experience perspective, it was important that the test patient received the messages in the same way that a future patient would. This way, we could test whether the content was scheduled correctly and could once more review the content from the patient’s perspective to check for inconsistencies. The data designer collected the necessary updates for implementation.

Implementation

| Duration: one and a half months (part-time) by a multidisciplinary team, including one service designer and one data designer |
|——|
| Number of iterations: 1 |

After all validation steps were concluded, the implementation began. During this phase, the team finalized the timing of each article in the program to ensure an optimized patient experience if a patient received multiple care programs at the same time. Finally, the programs and articles were made ready for implementation into the software platform. This included linking the right images to the right items and making sure that all settings for the content delivery were set correctly for each care program (e.g., the date the content would become available, whether it was a task or an information item, and when it would expire).

Content Delivery

| Duration: one day for the sign-off by a multidisciplinary team, including two clinicians, one design researcher, one service designer, one data designer, and one copywriter. |
|——|
| Number of iterations: 0 |
In the final phase, before sending the content to the patients, there was an official sign-off for the entire team, including the nurse practitioner, cardiologist in training, and the copywriter. This final sign-off was important as this was the moment that the clinicians officially approved the content from the perspective of medical accuracy, and the copywriter officially approved the B1 language level and the textual quality of the content. Afterward, once the patients were correctly onboarded in the patient engagement platform, the content items were delivered based on the scheduled format.

**Process Reflection**

After completing the content creation process, we reflected on the created content according to the requirements set at the beginning of the process. Overall, through the process detailed above, we were able to create content that adheres to the majority of these requirements. In the following, we elaborate on how we ensured that the requirements were met throughout the process and where we still see room for improvement.

Additionally, we describe the challenges we faced throughout the different phases of the process and the insights that we gained in relation to these phases. The core team spent a total of approximately 7.5 person-months on the creation of this content over the course of a year in each of the steps mentioned above. It must be noted that a lot of prior work was available from previous studies (Jansen et al., 2020; Noortman et al., 2022), so the cumulative time investment is higher. We close this section with a preliminary analysis of the patients’ experience with the platform based on a small sample of patients (N = 7) who were interviewed about their experience with the content in the clinical trial.

**Information**

To ensure that the care programs and the individual content items were clinically appropriate for our patient population and to make use of the vast body of knowledge with regard to AF as a condition (I-1, I-2, and I-7), the involved clinicians reviewed all care programs and content items multiple times. A special program was also developed that discussed anxiety to be activated for the patients who wanted more information on this (I-2). Goal-setting strategies were discussed in each of the treatment programs, and the use of the patient engagement software also made it easy for patients and clinicians to evaluate the goals throughout the treatment program (I-3). The goal setting was also supported by actionable tips (I-4) that were provided to patients to directly make small changes in behavior part of their everyday routine (e.g., by providing healthy recipes). Psychosocial and emotional needs (I-5) were addressed through articles that shared suggestions about how to talk to loved ones about your AF and how to make behaviors last during social gatherings (e.g., reducing alcohol consumption at social events). Additionally, there were articles that contained interviews with other AF patients, and resources were shared to help patients get in touch with peers through patient associations (I-6).

**User Experience**

To improve the user experience, we made the content attractive for people with different learning strategies by including visuals and videos in the content (U-1). We made use of existing videos that the hospital had previously posted online, as well as visuals that the clinicians already used to explain procedures to their patients. As we did not have an experienced visual content creator on our team, we were limited to reusing materials. Including someone with visualization skills in the multidisciplinary team would have helped us to bring this to the next level. One of the steps we took towards tailoring the content to patient information needs (U-2) was to share content at the moment that it would be most relevant to patients. While, in theory, the content items aligned with the timing of the consults, we quickly learned that, in practice, there would be quite some variation in the timing of these meetings based on clinician and patient availability, as well as external factors such as national holidays. Unfortunately, the interactive elements (U-3) were limited due to the functionalities of the platform we used. However, some interaction was encouraged through the goal-setting module and the everyday activities that were proposed in the content. Personalized risk communication (U-4) was achieved through the assignment of the different programs, though we see opportunities to further personalize within these programs to achieve even better results in the future.

**Language**

All content within the system was written in B1-level Dutch (Little, 2006) (L-1). The copywriter was essential in achieving this goal and he was experienced in writing content targeting this level of language proficiency. Occasional conflicts did arise when the clinicians expressed that they considered some of the content to be pedantic and that it did not fully acknowledge what the patients would already know. As the tone of voice had to be generalized for all patients, we had to consider that some patients might benefit from plain language while others might prefer more details and scientific information. Oversimplification, on the other hand, could also lead to clinical inaccuracy or statements that came across as too bold. Here, there was a conflict regarding engagement, as we knew from previous studies that a more colloquial tone resonated with many patients. The second-person perspective was applied in most articles (L-2), which was especially important in the articles that were aimed at motivating patients to undertake action. To make sure that the language was consistent (L-3), the clinicians helped assure that the correct terminology was used, and the copywriter made sure that this terminology was consistently used in all articles and that all abbreviations were explained.

**Collaboration**

While we initially feared that some of the co-design activities might be too time-consuming for the clinicians, we found that they were willing to free up the time as they saw how the time investment would benefit their patients and contribute to
better care standards in the long term. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, much of our collaborative work took place online, which proved fruitful as the clinicians could easily provide their feedback through Miro (see Miro website: https://miro.com/) boards. We worked asynchronously on the content items, which meant that the clinicians could fit it into their day-to-day routine when they had the time. We see our fluent collaboration with the clinicians as a highlight and an important requirement for the successful implementation of our data solutions in practice. By collaboratively designing the care pathway, it was much easier for us to anticipate the situation for the patients and the implementation of our envisioned system in the hospital.

Analysis of Experience Data

We set up the patient engagement platform so that we can analyze how the patients participating in the clinical trial experience the content. The following meta-data is collected through the platform: (1) date and time of login to the system, (2) date and time when patients open content items, (3) date and time when patients mark a content item as read, and (4) date and time for when the content item is scheduled. As the clinical trial is currently ongoing, no conclusions can be drawn from the collected experience data yet. However, we are already looking at preliminary data from the patient engagement platform based on the first 29 participants who completed the study. Throughout the study, these patients opened and read 2578 content items, which amounts to 79.64% of the total items sent out. If we exclude the protocols that were only assigned to less than five patients, the AF basic protocol was read the least at 56.09%, whereas the AF introduction protocol was read the most at 91.92%.

On top of the quantitative use data from the platform, seven patients were interviewed about their experience in the trial (see Table 3 for an overview of interview participants). These patients were interviewed at different moments throughout their care trajectory to get a representative sample of new users of the platform and patients who had been using it for a longer while. The interviews were transcribed and clustered into themes. For this article, we clustered all quotes about the content and the interaction with the content in the platform and summarized these findings below for a first impression of the patient experience.

Table 3. Overview of interview participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Timing of interview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>After consulting 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>After consulting 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>After consulting 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>After consulting 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>After consulting 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>After referral for ablation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3 months after ablation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interview participants indicated that the platform was clear (P2), structured (P1, P2), and easy to use (P5). For most of them, the content was a repetition of information that they had previously received, but they appreciate having it on the platform so they can reference it in their own time and show it to their partners and family, like P6 indicates: “I read all [the examples about nutrition] in the evening, and discussed with my wife, like ‘look, this is also part of it.’” P4 even indicated that his wife uses the platform more than he does. Through the interviews, we also learned that most patients already know a lot about the lifestyle that is recommended by the health guidelines, especially regarding nutrition: “For example, with the dietician, I already know a lot of that stuff. I have been struggling with my weight for years, so I already know so much about that stuff that it’s not very useful for me to look for more” (P3). However, patients also indicated that while not all the information was new, it was very useful to have it in one place, and to know that the sources are reliable, as opposed to when they would find the information online themselves. Additionally, having everything in one place reassured them that their healthcare professionals in the outpatient clinic were also aware of the other trajectories they were going through, like P6 indicated: “The trajectory that you started with Engage is the red thread and if that didn’t have the information about sleep I would wonder: oh, but do they know that I’m also doing the sleep stuff?”

Unfortunately, the platform is not as accessible as the participants would prefer because they must use a code they receive in their e-mail each time they sign in. This meant that, while we carefully designed the timing of the delivery, they would wait until a couple of content items had accumulated and then tick multiple items off in one go.

The articles were considered short, but the participants also indicated that this was convenient, and P3 added that when she was curious about a topic she would look for more information by herself. Participants indicated that the content by itself did not necessarily feel personal to them, but the overall care pathway with all elements combined (i.e., content, consults, the chat functionality and the measurements in the platform) did feel tailored to their situation. In particular, they greatly appreciated how the platform facilitates a connection between the physical care they receive in the hospital and their home environment. P6 also explains how it saved him travel time: “Well, the combination of physical attention and the attention from the system [works] because without that, I would have needed to come to [the city] for every little thing. This system helps you to take in the information when you are ready for it, and you don’t have to travel [to the hospital]. So it saves a lot of time; I found that combination really valuable.”

Finally, some of the participants had specific requests for extra information, hoping that it could cover more personal experiences of other patients and explain why some patients have had the ablation procedure three or four times before it was successful (P6). Further integration with other care pathways was also suggested. For example, P3 had to get an MRI and had expected to receive information about that in the platform, too.
Recommendations for Content Co-Design

The case study was streamlined based on earlier content creation processes that the team members had been a part of (Bogers et al., 2018; Jansen et al., 2020; van Kollenburg et al., 2018). The process shown in Figure 2 can thus be seen as (1) the product of an accumulation of knowledge of 5+ years and (2) a suggestion for designers who are working on content creation and who are looking for co-creating clinical content with healthcare professionals.

Design and Clinical Capabilities

Besides the fact that our team was composed of both designers and clinicians, the multidisciplinary nature of the team was also expressed in the skill sets of the team members. Table 4 lists the design and clinical capabilities that we consider vital for a clinical content creation process. Over the course of the project, each of us has also gained new knowledge and skills for each other by working so closely together between industry and the hospital.

Discussion

In this section, we wish to further discuss some specific elements of the process that went well and some places where we still see room for improvement for future content creation processes. For this, we look at the broader scope of the future of using content and data in healthcare practices to establish personalized lifestyle coaching. Therefore, we want to take the opportunity to reflect on the separate elements of the process to see where they might be streamlined and automated to create a more fluent flow from a care pathway design to the content on the patient’s device.

Personalized Lifestyle Coaching

Patients with different risk factors require different treatments, which is the level at which we have currently implemented personalization. However, patients with a comparable risk profile might still experience their complaints differently and require a different approach. For example, some patients indicated finding it hard to make time to read the content, while others would have liked to receive even more. Therefore, we believe that further personalization of the care content will be required in the future.

Table 4. Overview of design and clinical capabilities we consider required for a content creation process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design capabilities</th>
<th>Clinical capabilities</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>When</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content strategy</td>
<td>Medical knowledge</td>
<td>Designing care programs, defining a sequence of content items, and defining how and when these get delivered to patients in an engaging and timely fashion</td>
<td>• Define content structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service design</td>
<td>Clinical operational knowledge</td>
<td>Being able to design the patient journey from start to finish</td>
<td>• Designing care pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Define content structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design research</td>
<td>Clinical understanding</td>
<td>Being able to research the patient journey, understand patient needs and use them to inform design. Knowledge of existing behavior change techniques and how to apply them in design</td>
<td>• Designing the care pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Define content structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data design</td>
<td>Copywriting</td>
<td>Translate the design requirements into a data infrastructure. Setup, implementation, and configuration of patient engagement platform</td>
<td>• Content delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td>Basic knowledge of the context and the condition and translating clinical input to design requirements and content items</td>
<td>• Designing the care pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Define content structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copywriting</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tone of voice and tailoring items to patients’ needs</td>
<td>• Content creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td>In-depth clinical knowledge about the condition at hand and the network to reach out to others when more expert knowledge is required, including knowledge of existing behavior change techniques and how to implement them</td>
<td>• Designing the care pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Define content structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical operational knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ability to translate clinical practice to useful content. Practical implementation of clinical knowledge into content development and timing of content items in care pathway</td>
<td>• Designing care pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Define content structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient understanding</td>
<td></td>
<td>Translating patient needs to content and timing of content, in a way ‘bypassing’ patient interviews because they know so much about the patients</td>
<td>• Designing care pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Define content structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Content validation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From a technological perspective, we ran into the issue that the degrees of personalization that could be achieved with the available resources were limited. While we would have liked to have patient-specific content tailored to their personal situation, similar to previous work (Jansen et al., 2020), this was difficult to scale up with the current data infrastructure. We faced a situation where creating more personalized content meant creating more versions of the content. While we did this for some situations (i.e., two different care programs for either an internal fitness program or a more extensive program at a specialized facility), this was limited to situations where the information would otherwise be factually incorrect (e.g., stating the wrong location or specialist for procedures). In the current setup, each step of personalization exponentially increases the number of content items that need to be prepared, increasing the workload for the technical and the content development team.

Integration of Care
At this time, we were unfortunately limited to presenting the content items through an online platform only accessible via the patients’ web browser, with the secure but cumbersome sign-in procedure associated with clinical platforms. Ideally, this would be more strongly integrated into the everyday life of the patients and be available on the channel or device they prefer to use. Additionally, data tracking could have been more integrated as in (Jansen et al., 2020), so that the content would be delivered based on data triggers. For example, we could trigger content based on changes in patients’ weight and blood pressure measurements, or even on events (e.g., consult appointments) that are logged in the patient’s EMR. We could also present content based on the patients’ location and at a time of the day that is indicated most convenient for them.

The patient engagement platform and the way it was set up and tailored for this trial could help with further integration of future healthcare. The integrated care approach is a proven strategy in the management of patients with atrial fibrillation (Gallagher et al., 2017). This includes the involvement of a multidisciplinary team of health professionals in the patient’s treatment. When patients are under treatment for different conditions at the same time, different caregivers might naturally not adjust simultaneous treatments to one another because of logistical constraints (e.g., incompatible workflows, location of treatments, availability of specialists). To streamline AF care, we already designed the care pathways for multiple treatments and interventions so that the patient perceives the multiple care procedures and accompanying information as one well-coordinated pathway. Many of the content items or entire care programs from this trial are already reusable for other care pathways. To further improve patient experience and involvement in the future, integrating care programs for comorbidities would make for an even better healthcare experience.

Achieving Patient Goals
One of the key elements of lifestyle coaching in the AF outpatient clinic is to encourage and support the patients in achieving their personal goals. Next to educating patients with personalized information, the clinicians were interested in sending tasks to patients (e.g., to actively consider the food products they consume at home). Tasks like these, too, are facilitated in the Engage platform as scheduled tasks in the care programs. Furthermore, the care provider can order patients to share home measurements (for body weight or blood pressure). Having access to the measurements and activity data around the tasks enables clinicians to prepare for consultation meetings and to activate patients in their lifestyle changes. For example, when their body weight management is not as successful as planned, they can order an extra consultation meeting. Ultimately, the clinicians can then provide more efficient consultations and personalized advice and improve patient involvement. For future work, we see opportunities to make the goals more central to the content that patients receive.

Ethical Considerations
While we see evidence from our preliminary data that patients in the clinical trial are engaging with the created content and have created the content with the extensive requirements in mind, we find it important to also reflect on how solutions like our platform contribute to a digital divide. Previous research has shown that older adults with lower socio-economic status, as well as a minority status are significantly less likely to use the internet for health information (Yoon et al., 2020). By using an online platform to gain access to health information, the solution directly excludes these individuals, as well as those who have difficulty using digital systems or who do not wish to use connected technology for different reasons (e.g., a cognitive or physical disability). In the ongoing study, inclusion criteria included basic technological literacy, as well as B1 level Dutch literacy. For future work, we wish to highlight the importance of making patient engagement platforms and educational content for patients accessible and inclusive for all patients. This means that further research is required into the barriers that the patients that were presently excluded from the study experience, and how their experience could be improved to meet the same standards as other patients. In practice, the approach to information delivery and lifestyle coaching will continue to require a case-by-case assessment from a healthcare professional. A patient engagement platform as presented in this study will hopefully work for a significant number of patients, but we do not recommend this approach as a one-size-fits-all solution. We encourage designers and clinicians to carefully consider those who might not benefit from these types of solutions and to think about how to keep on providing personal and high-quality care to them, too.

Future Opportunities
In the future, we envision that a content delivery platform like the one being used in the POP trial would be expanded to different hospitals and departments within those hospitals. Some of the care programs used for this trial could directly be reused for other patient groups, and new care programs can easily be added as well. However, having a dedicated content creation workflow is required to help achieve this in different places with different teams. Adapting the care programs to the personal situation of patients
could be supported by creating parametric content and facilitating different content formats. Expanding the content to lower-risk populations would also enable preventative use of the content.

Tools to Support Content Creation

The first challenge to tackle would be the manual labor associated with uploading the content to the content platform. This process could be easily automated by letting the platform import an Excel sheet with all necessary data. An online creation platform could also help to keep track of changes to content items and care programs. Sharing the content with other team members online through Miro worked for this project, but we encountered issues with different versions being spread to different members of the team, leading to version conflicts and the associated extra work to streamline versions at the end of the process.

Content and content creation is an opportune area for the design community to research and a promising application area for new specialized tools. Although the content might not always be the core contribution of healthcare platform design, the process of content creation, validation, and delivery must be smooth in all its complexity. This requires a redesign of the platform to better support quickly editing both individual items and the care programs. Additionally, having a review feature within the content management system, rather than a separate platform entirely, would also significantly streamline the validation process.

From a clinical perspective, the patient engagement platform also creates the opportunity for clinicians to directly learn from patient experience. Are patients motivated to read more background information? Do patients interact more with a stress and anxiety module? The way patients will use the digital health platform gives insight into what is perceived as relevant information. Hereby, the clinician can not only provide a more personalized experience for the patient, but future patients can benefit from knowledge and insight from those experiences.

Dynamic Content

An issue that we encountered was the sheer amount of content items to reach the level of personal attention and understanding that the clinicians intuitively offer in face-to-face consultation meetings. We wanted our system to be an extension of that type of interaction, but it was impossible to reach that nuance without the exponential growth of the content database. If content items could be created in a parametric way, where variables are saved that influence the content of the messages, far fewer content items would need to be created and sent. This could lower the burden of treatment for patients as they receive fewer and more relevant notifications, and it could lower the workload of clinicians by taking some of the face-to-face personalization tasks that they currently undertake.

Personalization of Content Delivery

Besides personalizing through offering different care programs and content items, we also see great potential in personalizing the type of content (e.g., the medium, the length of the text, and the tone of voice). In our experience, it was difficult to write content in a way that would be engaging for any kind of audience, and we often went back and forth between a more educational tone that assumed little prior knowledge, and a more academic tone that presented facts based on medical research. As there is a large difference in how people prefer to receive information, based on, e.g., their personality (Sojka & Giese, 2001), we believe that adding this level of personalization could also increase patient engagement and treatment effectiveness. A stronger exploration of the use of visualizations and videos would also help patients with different learning styles to engage more deeply with the content.

Preventative Care

An open issue in providing preventative care is how to deliver it to the right people at the right moment. Especially primary prevention can be difficult as they have usually not had any contact about their health with their doctor yet. It is important to strategically brand the lifestyle content such that it reaches and appeals to a wider audience than only diagnosed patients. Health insurance could play a role in this, or it could be implemented in consumer products rather than patient platforms. However, it is important that the clinical connection is maintained as it is currently difficult for clinicians to rely on consumer products that have not been certified for clinical use and that might not offer comprehensive, secure, and integrative data-sharing features.

Conclusion

In this article, we have reported on the content design and validation process in a novel healthcare solution for AF patients. We documented and reflected in detail on the content creation process and provided in-depth experience reports on various aspects of creation, validation, and delivery. Based on the process, we have identified challenges in our content design process and suggest improvements for future healthcare content creation processes with a focus on personalization. We have identified areas of future interest, with possibilities of streamlining the content creation and validation process. Additionally, we see an opportunity to further personalize content by making it dynamic, tailoring it to more diverse learning styles, and seeking a closer integration with the consumer market to be able to focus on prevention. In an age where content is generated by many different organizations for diverse purposes, we see an emerging role for designers and clinicians to support patients in finding information that is factually correct and relevant to their current health situation.

Endnote

1. In this article, we understand ‘healthcare content’ as text, images and videos with the intention to inform, educate and motivate patients about their medical condition and lifestyle.
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